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Media Ethics: Cases and Moral Reasoning, Ninth Edition
challenges students to think analytically about ethical situations
in mass communication by using original case studies and
commentaries about real-life media experiences. This marketleading text facilitates and enhances students' ethical
awareness by providing a comprehensive introduction to the
theoretical principles of ethical philosophies. Media Ethics
introduces the Potter Box (which uses four dimensions of moral
analysis: definitions, values, principles and loyalties) to provide
a framework for exploring the important steps in moral
reasoning and analyzing the cases that follow. Focusing on a
wide spectrum of ethical issues facing media practitioners, the
cases in this new Ninth Edition include the most recent issues
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in journalism, broadcasting, advertising, public relations and
entertainment.

Ever wonder how the American economy became the most
powerful one in the world? Tying America's past to the
economic policies of today and beyond, the popular HISTORY
OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY, 13E answers this critical
question and more, presenting events chronologically for easy
understanding. This prestigious book has been used by more
learners than any other of its kind in the U.S. Market-leading
HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY has helped
generations of learners understand how the American economy
evolved. Completely updated with recent research by economic
historians, this trusted book ties this country’s past to the
policies and debates of today and beyond. Visual aids, tables
and graphs reinforce learning and encourage interest in the
study of economic history. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
The 10th edition of School to Career builds on what made the
previous editions so successful. Students explore careers using
the career clusters and pathways framework; understand
workplace expectations; develop career-readiness skills; and
plan for life beyond graduation. School to Career provides
students with the “how to” needed for preparing a résumé,
searching for a job, taking on a work-based learning experience,
exceeding employer expectations, managing personal finances,
and funding postsecondary training and education. Case studies
are used to examine challenges students may encounter in the
world of work. • Communication, math, and technology skills
are developed through activities and useful examples. • Each
chapter provides insights on ethics and on using natural
resources wisely. • Self-assessment opportunities help focus
attention on the acquisition of key concepts.
Strategic Management, 3e by Frank T. Rothaermel continues to
synthesize and integrate theory, empirical research, and
practical applications with current, real-world examples. This
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approach not only offers students a learning experience that
uniquely combines rigor and relevance, but it also prepares
them for the types of challenges they will face as managers in
the globalized and turbulent business environment of the 21st
century. Examples profile the products and services of
companies that students are familiar with such as Facebook,
Google, Starbucks, Apple and Uber. In its characteristic single,
strong voice, Strategic Management provides students with the
foundation they need to understand how companies gain and
sustain competitive advantage, as well as how to become
managers capable of making well-reasoned strategic decisions.
OneBookOneVoiceOneVision

Cutnell and Johnson has been the #1 text in the algebra-based
physics market for almost 20 years. The 10th edition brings on
new co-authors: David Young and Shane Stadler (both out of
LSU). The Cutnell offering now includes enhanced features and
functionality. The authors have been extensively involved in the
creation and adaptation of valuable resources for the text.
No matter what career the student pursues, selling skills will
always be an asset and will enhance communications skills. This
inexpensive text is one the students keep after the class is over
and they use it as a resource in the business world. ABC’s of
Relationship Selling is written by a sales person turned teacher
and so it is filled with practical tips and business-examples.
ABC’s of Relationship Selling is an affordable, brief, paperback.
It is perfect for a selling course where a brief book is preferred.
Professors who spend considerable time on other resources and
projects will appreciate the brief format. Schools that do not
offer a separate selling course may find this short paperback a
nice addition in a sales management course.

A helpful tool for students, this studyguide includes: HOW TO
STUDY BUINESS MATH topics, as well as CHAPTER REVIEWS:
VOCABULARY, DRILL, APPLICATIONS for all chapters found in
the text.
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Now in its 8th edition, Business Finance is an essential
introduction to financial decision making in businesses. Taking
a user's perspective it explores the type of investments a
business should make and how they should be financed, and
successfully blends the theoretical, analytical and practical
aspects of finance and investment. This new edition of Business
Finance has a real-world flavour, exploring the theories
surrounding financial decision making and relating these
theories to what happens in the real world. This book is for
undergraduates in accounting and finance and for those in
finance and financial management courses. It is also
appropriate for postgraduate students with an option in
accounting and finance and will be highly useful for professional
accounting students.

This powerhouse best-selling text remains the most
comprehensive, up-to-date guide to the music industry. The
breadth of coverage that Music Business Handbook and Career
Guide, Eleventh Edition offers surpasses any other resource
available. Readers new to the music business and seasoned
professionals alike will find David Baskerville and Tim
Baskerville’s handbook an indispensable resource, regardless of
their specialty within the music field. This text is ideal for
introductory courses such as Introduction to the Music
Business, Music and Media, and Music Business Foundations as
well as more specialized courses such as the record industry,
music careers, artist management, and more. The fully updated
Eleventh Edition includes coverage of key topics such as
copyright, licensing, songwriting, concert venues, and the
entrepreneurial musician. Uniquely, it provides career-planning
insights on dozens of job categories in the diverse music
industry.
Successful management depends on the ability to quickly and
effectively manage conflicts. Conflict Resolution includes handson information for effectively communicating with employees,
disciplining and even terminating employees, understanding
and using organizational politics, and more.
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Understanding business has long been the market leader
because we listen to instructors and students. With this
eleventh edition we are proud to offer a platinum experience,
that: improves student performanceunderstanding business
puts students at the center. Its the only learning program on the
market to offer proven adaptive technology that increases
grades by a full letter through Connect Business, and the only
program to offer the first and only adaptive eBook ever,
smartbook. enhances your teachingThe authors are dedicated to
supporting your teaching and your students learning, which is
why they listen to YOU and develop resources based on YOUR
suggestions and course needs. This is the only author-team on
the market that carefully review each and every resource to
ensure cohesion. accessible to allThis learning program has
moved toward tighter compliance with the Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines, and provides students the opportunity
to learn regardless of learning style or disability. Whats more, it
earner a perfect score of 100 points possible by Quality Matters,
an independent organization that reviews and certifies the
quality of online courses and online components.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any
media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. For undergraduate and
graduate courses in Business Data Communication /
Networking (MIS) With its clear writing style, job-ready detail,
and focus on the technologies used in today’s marketplace,
Business Data Networks and Security guides readers through
the details of networking, while helping them train for the
workplace. It starts with the basics of security and network
design and management; goes beyond the basic topology and
switch operation covering topics like VLANs, link aggregation,
switch purchasing considerations, and more; and covers the
latest in networking techniques, wireless networking, with an
emphasis on security. With this text as a guide, readers learn
the basic, introductory topics as a firm foundation; get sound
training for the marketplace; see the latest advances in wireless
networking; and learn the importance and ins and outs of
security. Teaching and Learning Experience This textbook will
provide a better teaching and learning experience—for you and
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your students. Here's how: The basic, introductory topics
provide a firm foundation. Job-ready details help students train
for the workplace by building an understanding of the details of
networking. The latest in networking techniques and wireless
networking, including a focus on security, keeps students up to
date and aware of what’s going on in the field. The flow of the
text guides students through the material.
McConnell and Brue's Macroeconomics: Principles, Problems,
and Policies is the leading Principles of Macroeconomics
textbook because it is innovative and teaches students in a
clear, unbiased way. The 17th Edition builds upon the tradition
of leadership by sticking to 3 main goals: help the beginning
student master the principles essential for understanding the
economizing problem, specific economic issues, and the policy
alternatives; help the student understand and apply the
economic perspective and reason accurately and objectively
about economic matters; and promote a lasting student interest
in economics and the economy.
This text is an accessible and student-friendly but authoritative
and comprehensive textbook for students of commercial or
business law.

Revised edition of the authors' Understanding psychology,
[2016]
Provide a description about the book that does not include any
references to package elements. This description will provide a
description where the core, text-only product or an eBook is
sold. Please remember to fill out the variations section on the
PMI with the book only information. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Introduction to Business covers the scope and sequence of most
introductory business courses. The book provides detailed
explanations in the context of core themes such as customer
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satisfaction, ethics, entrepreneurship, global business, and
managing change. Introduction to Business includes hundreds
of current business examples from a range of industries and
geographic locations, which feature a variety of individuals. The
outcome is a balanced approach to the theory and application of
business concepts, with attention to the knowledge and skills
necessary for student success in this course and beyond.
Using MIS is the book that teaches students how people use
information systems to solve business problems. Building on
students' experience and knowledge base from personal MIS to
workgroup MIS to enterprise MIS, this text stresses the
important role of Information Systems in satisfying business
objectives. Realistic examples, mini-cases, case applications,
and thought-provoking review material with projects promote
active learning. This text is beneficial to the business
professional interested in a basic understanding of management
information systems today.
Presents an introduction to business market for several editions
for three reasons: the commitment and dedication of an author
team that teaches this course and believes in the importance
and power of this learning experience, we listen to our
customers, and the quality of our supplements package.
Electronic Commerce is a complete introduction to the world of
electronic commerce, including balanced coverage of technical
and business topics. Case studies and plentiful business
examples complement conceptual coverage to provide a realworld context. Implementation strategies are analyzed, using
examples of both successful and unsuccessful implementations.
Business Foundations: A Changing World carefully blends the
right mix of content and applications to give students a firm
grounding in business principles. Where other products have
you sprinting through the semester to cover everything,
Business Foundations: A Changing World allows breathing
space to explore topics and incorporate additional activities to
complement your teaching. Build from the ground up, Business
Foundations: A Changing World is for faculty and students who
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value a briefer, flexible, and integrated resource that is exciting,
happening, focused and applicable! What sets this learning
program apart from the competition? An unrivaled, focused
mixture of exciting content and resources blended with
application examples, activities, and fresh topics that show
students what is happening in the world of business today!
Understanding Business has long been the market leader
because we listen to instructors and students. With this
eleventh edition we are proud to offer a platinum experience,
that: Improves Student Performance—Understanding Business
puts students at the center. It’s the only learning program on
the market to offer proven adaptive technology that increases
grades by a full letter through Connect® Business, and the only
program to offer the first and only adaptive eBook ever,
SmartBook. Enhances your Teaching—The authors are
dedicated to supporting your teaching and your student’s
learning, which is why they listen to YOU and develop resources
based on YOUR suggestions and course needs. This is the only
author-team on the market that carefully review each and every
resource to ensure cohesion. Accessible to All—This learning
program has moved toward tighter compliance with the Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines, and provides students the
opportunity to learn regardless of learning style or disability.
What’s more, it earner a perfect score of 100 points possible by
Quality Matters, an independent organization that reviews and
certifies the quality of online courses and online components.
Choose a platinum experience. Choose Understanding Business.
Understanding Financial Statements 5th Edition is designed to
serve a wide range of readers and purposes, including a text or
supplementary text for courses in financial statement analysis,
accounting, finance, and business management; study material
for short courses on financial statements in continuing
education and executive development programs; a self-study
guide or course material for bank credit analysis training
programs; and a reference book for investors or those who
make decisions based on the analysis of financial statements.
This new edition incorporates all new requirements and
changes in accounting reporting and standards and many
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proposed changes that may affect financial reporting in the
future. Each chapter is followed by self-tests with solutions,
study questions, and problems. A glossary of key terms is also
provided.
Calculus for Business, Economics, and the Social and Life
Sciences introduces calculus in real-world contexts and
provides a sound, intuitive understanding of the basic concepts
students need as they pursue careers in business, the life
sciences, and the social sciences. The new Ninth Edition builds
on the straightforward writing style, practical applications from
a variety of disciplines, clear step-by-step problem solving
techniques, and comprehensive exercise sets that have been
hallmarks of Hoffmann/Bradley's success through the years.
With over 250 full-color photos, this book is ideal for teaching
students of dentistry, hygiene, and assisting to communicate
with patients or as a patient education resource. 48 prevention
and treatment topics including hygiene; anatomy; x-rays; perio;
decay; crowns, bridges, dentures, root canals, orthodontics;
cosmetic treatments; TMJ; and more.
Understanding Business has long been the market leader
because we listen to instructors and students. With this
eleventh edition we are proud to offer a platinum experience,
that: Improves Student Performance—Understanding Business
puts students at the center. It’s the only learning program on
the market to offer proven adaptive technology that increases
grades by a full letter through Connect® Business, and the only
program to offer the first and only adaptive eBook ever,
SmartBook. Enhances your Teaching—The authors are
dedicated to supporting your teaching and your student’s
learning, which is why they listen to YOU and develop resources
based on YOUR suggestions and course needs. This is the only
author-team on the market that carefully review each and every
resource to ensure cohesion. Accessible to All—This learning
program has moved toward tighter compliance with the Web
Content Accessibility Guidelines, and provides students the
opportunity to learn regardless of learning style or disability.
What’s more, it earner a perfect score of 100 points possible by
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Quality Matters, an independent organization that reviews and
certifies the quality of online courses and online components.
Choose a platinum experience. Choose Understanding Business.
Revered as the authoritative resource for stage management,
this text offers students a practical manual on how to stage
manage in all theater environments. Rich with practical
resources — checklists, diagrams, examples, forms and step-bystep directions — Stage Management eschews excessive
discussion of philosophy and gets right to the essential
materials and processes of putting on a production. In addition
to sharing his own expertise, Stern has gathered practical
advice from working stage managers of Broadway, offBroadway, touring companies, regional, community, and 99-seat
Equity waiver theaters.
Welcome to the second edition of Avanti! In the new edition out
priorities remain the same as those of the first edition, to
provide an introductory language course that meets the needs
of both instructors and learners. Three significant
characteristics set Avanti! apart from other first-year Italian
texts: First, Avanti! satisfies students’ desire to communicate in
everyday situations right from the start and to explore Italy's
rich and unique culture in meaningful ways. Second, Avanti!
responds to instructors' concern that most textbooks attempt to
cover too much material in the first year. We have designed an
elementary course that reflects reasonable expectations for the
amount of material that most beginning learners can acquire in
one year of classroom instruction. Third, the methodology of
Avanti! is firmly grounded in current findings of research in
second language acquisition and foreign language pedagogy.
The materials provide support for instructors, particularly those
with limited experience, whose goals are to teach mainly, if not
exclusively, in Italian, and to create the student-centered,
communicative classroom environment that is promoted by this
research. The title Avanti! was chosen to convey the forwardthinking approach of this exciting new program.
This volume addresses the strategic, structural and functional
implications of international business in firms around the world.
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This is exhibited through a critical, integrated flow from chapter
to chapter
The experienced author team, alongside the long-tenured
McGraw Hill product team have created a market-leading
product that meets the needs of nearly all classrooms, no
matter the size, teaching modality or learning objectives. The
content is unmatched in depth, breadth, currency, and
relevancy, and is presented in an extremely readable format for
students with all learning styles. A wealth of technology
solutions engages students, enriches learning, furthers
understanding, and simplifies instructors’ assessment
processes. Course supplements tightly align with chapter
concepts and to enhance retention, making instructors of all
experience levels Grade-A rockstars. Unparalleled support from
our Digital Faculty Consultants, Student Ambassadors,
Implementation, Sales and Product Teams, all help to ensure
both instructors and students benefit from the full experience of
what is now the Gold Standard in Introduction to Business
classes.
"Welcome to the eleventh edition of Organizational Behaviour:
Understanding and Managing Life at Work! This edition marks
the 33rd anniversary of the text, which has been rigorously
updated over the years to present students with the latest
knowledge and research on both the science and practice of
organizational behaviour. First published in 1983,
Organizational Behaviour is the longest-running, continuously
published, and regularly revised organizational behaviour
textbook authored in Canada."Looking in Classrooms uses educational, psychological, and
social science theories and classroom-based research to teach
future classroom teachers about the complexities and demands
of classroom instruction. While maintaining the core approach
of the first ten editions, the book has been thoroughly revised
and updated with new research-based content on teacher
evaluation, self-assessment, and decision-making; special
emphases on teaching students from diverse ethnic, cultural,
class, and gender-identity contexts; and rich suggestions for
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integrating technology into classroom instruction. Widely
considered to be the most comprehensive and authoritative
source available on effective, successful teaching, Looking in
Classrooms synthesizes the knowledge base on student
motivation, classroom management, teacher expectations,
teacher effectiveness, adaptive instruction for individual
learners, and informative observational techniques for
enhancing teaching. It addresses key topics in classroom
instruction in an accessible fashion, promoting easy
intepretation and transfer to practice, and articulates the roles
of teacher-centered pedagogy, student-centered instruction,
and project-based learning in today‘s classroom. Guided by
durable historical knowledge as well as dynamic, emerging
conceptions of teaching, this text is ideal for undergraduate
teacher training programs and for masters-level courses for
teachers, administrators, and superintendents.
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